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Crisis diagnosis 1: Flight to safety
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coordinate on which safe asset 
to flock to in times of crisis
-appreciates in times of crisis

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
While capital flowed from core to periphery in the good times, during the crisis, these capital flows reversed sharply. Investors turned away from housing investments in Spain and Ireland and from sovereign bonds of periphery countries. They fled to the only safe asset in Europe, German sovereign bonds. German bunds appreciated sharply in value while the value of the debt of periphery countries fell sharply. The flight to safety thus lead to large cross-border capital flows from periphery to core, to the benefit of mostly Germany and to the detriment of the periphery countries. �
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Crisis diagnosis 2: Diabolic Loop

Contagion due to diabolic loop –
 

“twin crisis”

Banks need safe asset for transactions (collateral, Basel II and III 
prudential regulation)

3

Trigger
Bank insolvency
(Ireland, Spain)

Public debt/slow growth
(Greece, Portugal, Italy)

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
This situation of banks holding their sovereign bonds feeds never-ending speculation on the solvency of the banks. 

Sovereigns, in turn, face a constant risk of having to rescue their banks. But the possibility of having to bail out their banking system makes investors doubt to solvency of the sovereign. 

Those doubts further erode the value of the banks sovereign bonds. Banks may cut lending to other borrowers, reducing growth in the real economy, which then lowers tax revenues, which further increases the problems of the sovereign. 

We end up with a diabolical loop of banking and sovereign debt crisis mutually reinforcing each other. 

To the extent that there are no credible European-level rescue funds to aid all of the troubled sovereigns and banks, these problems can spiral out of control. 

Ultimately, the ECB becomes the sole source of financing for the troubled banks and for sovereigns because private market creditors lose confidence. I fear that we are already quite a ways down this path today. 

Breaking this loop, and giving the euro-zone a chance to survive in the long run, requires creating a European safe asset that banks can hold without being exposed to sovereign risk. 

�



Our brief
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• Propose an instrument that allows for joint 
borrowing
– That allows us to eliminate within-euro flight to safety and 

its asymmetric consequences
– And that benefits from gigantic world-wide pool of  cash in 

search of safe assets (Bund only safe asset in Euro today)
– And can reduce close connection between national 

treasuries and national financial sectors

• And which is politically feasible
– That rules out in our view transfer-union elements/joint 

liability
– No treaty changes



The ESBies proposal

• European debt agency (EDA) buys sovereign bonds from 
each EZ member.
– Fixed proportions (60%) relative to lagged GDP.

– In secondary market!! (uses market prices)

• It issues senior bond (ESBies) and junior bond (EJB).
– ESBies are fixed fraction of total collateral (70%).

• Large market: Esbies around 4tn.

• Pass-through: No joint guarantees!
5



The ESBies proposal: EDA
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Sovereign 
bonds

European Senior Bonds
(ESBies)

A L

European Junior Bonds
(EJB)



Proposal breaks diabolic loop…
Breaks diabolic loop between banking and sovereign credit 

risks
– ECB grants ESBies preferential treatment + haircuts for 

sovereign debt

– Appropriate Basel risk weights + higher weights for sovereign 
debt

7

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
Our proposal is to create European Safe Bonds, or ESBies for short.

These bonds would be European, issued by a new European Debt Agency. 
They would be Safe, because they would be designed to minimize the risk of default. 
And they would be Bonds, freely traded in markets, and held by banks to satisfy the demand for safe assets.

Banks would have an alternative to sovereign bonds, allowing them to become better diversified and less dependent on their country’ public finances. 

In fact they would be useful for many other investors who lack a large, liquid, safe, European asset market. Think for example of the Chinese or Japanese central banks who would love to be able to better diversify their dollar exposure. Or think of large pension funds. 

The success of the ESBies proposal would depend on two regulatory changes that would need to be made. 

First, the ECB would grant strict preferential treatment to ESBies, accepting them as its main form of collateral in repo and discounting operations. In effect, the ECB would still be holding sovereign bonds as assets, but now indirectly via the ESBies; but it would only hold the safest component of these sovereign bonds. It could also conduct its monetary policy operations via these ESBies, without having to automatically take on credit risk, as it does now when it buys sovereign bonds for monetary policy purposes. 

Second, banking regulators, including Basel, would give a zero risk weight only to the ESBies. Sovereign bonds would receive a new risk weight that reflects their default risk just as risk weights reflect the risk on banks’ holdings of other assets such as corporate bonds or corporate loans.
�



…  redirects flight-to-safety flows…
• Create standardized/safe Euro asset in huge scale. 

– Liquidity/safety premium. 
• 0.7% (in normal times) * 3.9 tn = 27.3 bn per annum   (NPV=2.730

 
tn)

• Redirect flight-to-safety (FTS) flows from across 
national borders to across tranches.
– Flows are distortionary and are amplifying the crisis.

– FTS premium earned only by AAA countries.

8

sovereign 
bonds ESBies
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…
 

and stabilizes markets 
in the short run

• Give credible path out of current panic: moving us 
back to the good equilibrium
• Increases sovereign debt prices by preventing bad illiquidity 

equilibrium, market freeze, fire sale prices

• Initially, focus on newly issued sovereign debt
– Primary market purchases in proportion to GDP

• Ex. Could buy €940bn in Italian debt, next 3 years

– At least 3 years for all countries to make necessary 
structural adjustment and ride out business cycle

• Program countries (Greece, Ireland, Portugal) would 
not participate in ESBies

 
until later

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
In the last part of my talk, I would like to focus on the short run, and ask how our proposal can help to resolve the current panic in European debt markets?

First, we think it will get the markets into a new and better equilibrium by show a clear path out of the current swamp. 
Our proposal is a game changer because it introduces a large and permanent source of demand for 5.5 trillion euros of sovereign bonds. Given the current panic on European bond markets, this guaranteed source of demand would eliminate the current spiral of uncertainties where solvent countries have seen the demand for their bonds dry up and their yields skyrocket. The EDA would purchase sovereign bonds at secondary market prices, so that there would be no distortion and no hidden subsidy. It would just make sure that bond markets do not "freeze". In the process, calm would return to the markets, expectations would be realigned with fundamentals, and yields on all European bonds, but especially those in the problem countries, would come down. 

Once it is running at its full size, we envision that the EDA would be buying bonds in secondary markets. But, given the current crisis, we propose that the EDA buy bonds in the primary markets in its ramp-up phase. In the worst case, the EDA could be the only buyer. This short-term compromise could help overcome the funding crisis of some European sovereigns. For example, in this transition period, the EDA could buy in the extreme case up to 940 billion euro worth of newly-issued Italian bonds, taking care of the country's financing needs for the next three years. While the ESBies scheme is being phased-in, countries would have at least three years of breathing room to make the necessary structural adjustments and ride out the business cycle. 

Finally, in the transition we envision that Greece, Ireland, and Portugal would not be part of the ESBies scheme. They are currently receiving help through the troika at rates that are more favorable than what they would get form the ESBies. Also, there is no market for their debt, so it is hard to establish a price at which the EDA could buy their bonds. Once they leave the program, the ESBies participation could be a nice carrot to work towards. �



Comparison with  Eurobills
 

and Blue 
bonds

• Some similarities

• Key advantages
– Feasibility

– Size 

– Discipline

10



Key similarities with other two 
proposals (Eurobills / blue bonds)

• All feature a safer senior and a risky junior tranche
– By time (Eurobills)
– By  GDP level (Blue/Red)
– By default (Senior/Junior) ESBies

• Two pillar strategy to fight moral hazard: market
 discipline and inter-governmental mechanism must 

complement EU level authority. 
– In our case governments face individual prices for their

 own debt, for the entirety of it

• All proposals ask for changes in banking regulation 
towards new definition of safe asset

11



Key advantage of 
our proposal: Feasibility

No joint and several liability (JSL),  no need to treaty 
changes.

– JSL increases borrowing capacity ex-ante
 

(a country’s default 
becomes its guarantor’s default increasing incentive to pay up)

– JSL gives rise to moral hazard 
• Lower for ESBIES, the EDA only purchases bonds on the secondary 

market, and only up to 60% of each country's GDP

– But JSL increases risk of contagion ex-post
 

where default of 
some (say Italy) could collapse finances of all eurozone 
countries

– De facto, North subsidizes the South staking its own credibility. 
High cost that appears to exceed the benefit of avoiding 
spillover effects.

– Lack of JSL makes ESBies a lot more palatable to North

12

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
One could make the argument that any Eurobond solution should have a clear exit threat. For Eurobills this is very powerful as they are very short-term. If a country does not satisfy the imposed rules in the FISCAL COMPACT then Germany can threaten to leave the Eurobill club. Of course, the other guarantors would suffer from that and I don’t know how to handle this. Thomas and Christian are pushing this very hard and it might be of interest for Germany to have this threat potential. I still doubt that they will make use of it.
�



Advantage (2): Size
• Flight-to-safety (FTS) flows are large.

– 100 bp reduction of German bund yields, despite increase in 
CDS premia, and despite a 2.1 tn bond market.

• Large size of ESBies (3.9 tn) ensures that price volatility 
caused by FTS flows will be limited.

• Same for Blue/Red bonds.

• But not for Eurobills (0.7 bn).
– FTS flows could cause high volatility at short end of yield curve 

–
 

still distortionary!
• Zero short rates? Monetary policy?

– FTS flows are across maturities.

• FTS flows are a pain for Switzerland; a blessing for US!13



Advantage (3): Discipline
• Fiscal discipline (rules and monitoring) must be 

augmented by market signals.
– ESBies use market signals: 

• EDA buys sovereign bonds in the secondary market.

• They do so more effectively than Blue/Red bonds.
– Suppose that country X goes from 60% to 61% debt/GDP.

• ESBies: Interest rate increases on entire 61% of debt.

• Blue/Red bonds: Interest rate increases only on 1% of new debt 
since 60% is guaranteed.

• Redemption fund proposal relies mainly on 
monitoring.

14
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Other differences with Eurobonds

• require coordinated fiscal discipline, which is hard to 
achieve in a credible

 
way (see SGP failures); less 

necessary with ESBies

• require European Treaty changes because of JSL

• have no «
 

exit threat
 

»
 

point (exit) and no credible 
conditionality for participation (entry)

• eliminate national sovereign debt instruments and the
 derivatives

 
trading on them, e.g., sovereign CDS, which 

are a useful price signal about fiscal policy; ESBies keep 
sovereign debt and derivative markets open
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Blue-red bonds 
(Delpla & von Weiszacker)

– Each country issues 2 types of sovereign bonds:
• Blue bonds: senior, JSL (=eurobonds), allocation recommended by 

council 7 voted by 17 parliaments, max allocation of blue bonds is 
60% of GDP

• Red bonds: junior, no JSL, banks/ECB cannot hold red bonds

– All same issues with JSL
 

as for eurobonds (but limited to 
blue bonds)

– Moral hazard/free-rider problem: Blue bonds affect 
marginal cost of debt which depends on risk of other 
countries.

– Having 2 types of sovereign bonds with seniority structure 
causes legal issues with «

 
selective default

 
»
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Eurobills
– are like eurobonds, but only short-term (<1yr) and limited 

to 10% of Europe's GDP (800bn euros); ESBies would be as 
large as 4tn euros. 

– are too small to to be credibly used as quasi-money by 
banks in the euro-zone and too small to break the ties 
between banks and own government debt.

– do not solve the multiple equilibrium problem whereby 
sovereigns that lack market trust may be forced to default; 
just postpones it. 

– suffer from the same issues with JSL as eurobonds, 
especially as mission creep inevitably increases size of 
program



Transition to ESBies

• Long-run architecture vs. transition.

• Phase 1
– Focus on newly issued sovereign debt.

• Increases sovereign debt prices (flight to safety, multiple equilibria).

• Allows market to learn about new funding structure + reopens 
markets.

• Phase 2
 

(optionaloptional
 

-
 

in the long-run after market have stabilized)

– Swap existing holding of sovereign debt by banks.
• At market prices.

• Requires additional recapitalization of banks.

• Break diabolic loop between sovereign and bank insolvencies.

18



Transition –  Phase 1

• If need to sell EJB, in the very short-run similar to 
blue bond solution…

• …
 

but in the long run no moral-hazard distortion.

19

German Bund

Italian Bonds

ESBies

EJB

A L

Low/negative

 
correlation

Hedge funds, SWF
Households via ETFs

European Debt Agency

EFSFMarket makingMarket making
Price floorPrice floor ECB Member StatesCollateralizedCollateralized

Credit lineCredit line
Automatic recapitalization Automatic recapitalization 
••larger capital sharelarger capital share
••Increased influenceIncreased influence

…



ESBies Participating Nations

• Eurozone members, but not  but not  
– Greece, Portugal, Ireland. 

(part of the ESFS before launch of ESBies)

• Note difference to levering up EFSF .
 (which contains only (highly correlated) troubled assets)

20



Conclusion

• Redirect flight-to-safety flows to minimize 
distortions.
– Not across national borders.

– Not across yield curve.

– But across tranches –
 

way less distortionary!

• Augment fiscal discipline by market signals.

• Reform to long-run architecture:
– Provide safe asset to break diabolic loop between bank 

and sovereign insolvencies.

21



QandA
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Q1: % of EJBs?

• Design principle: maximize safety, not profits!
• We propose X=30% based on conservative 

assumptions on 
– Sovereign default probabilities 
– Their correlation across countries

• Different macro scenarios
• Overlay contingencies, if Italy goes, Spain goes with very high 

likelihood, etc.

– Loss given default given the credit rating
– ESBies would sustain losses in only 0.8% of 5-yr 

simulations (once every 600 years)
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Q2: Credit enhancement for ESBies

• Concern: Standardization across various issues

• Credit enhancement cannot be provided privately

• EFSF (later ESM) could provide this guarantee

• Would be a useful way to “leverage”
 

its monies

24

sovereign 
bonds

ESBies

EJBs

credit credit 
enhancementenhancement Assets 

according
to ECB key

Guarantees
granted

A L

A L

EDA

EFSF

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
In one variant of our proposal, we provide for an additional layer of protection to the ESBies in the form of a partial capital guarantee or so-called credit enhancement. 

In the unlikely event that losses to the EDA portfolio were to ever exceed the size of the EJBs, a government entity would step in and cover the losses on the outstanding ESBies, with some limit. To be more concrete, Eurozone members could pay in some capital upfront and, in case the default losses exceed the 30% cut-off, these assets would absorb the losses until being exhausted. This guarantee would add to the safety and desirability of the bonds. Since it is effectively catastrophic risk insurance, it would only be deployed in the very worst states of the world. 

What this extra layer of protection would do is to make different vintages of ESBies more similar over time, and thereby promote their liquidity. 

The credit enhancement is best provided by a public entity rather than a private one because a private insurer would automatically be considered too-big-to-fail, which would make the private insurance too cheap. Second, having more ESBies make sthem more liquid but also less safe. This is a tradeoff that is best made by a public entity that is concerned with the safety of the financial system, so as to not repeat design issues with CDOs that were the result of profit maximization.
 
The EFSF, which was created to respond to the current crisis, would be a suitable vehicle to provide this capital guarantee. European countries have already committed €440 billion to the EFSF. The capital guarantee would be a great way to leverage that money to create a 5.5trillion dollar bond purchasing program.�
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Q3: Governance of EDA

• Mechanical: portfolio weights according to strict, 
stable, credible, and transparent rules

• In crisis, temptation to lift 60% limit
– Strict governance is important
– Open yourself up to private law suits from

• Former/current ESBies holders
• Former/current EJB holders

• Needed to provide truly safe security
• The EDA is not a bailout vehicle!

25

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
A last design issue is what form the EDA would take on. We envision a small entity that would be quite boring. It would passively hold the sovereign bonds portfolio and regularly issue the ESBies and EJBs. 

Importantly, the portfolio choice of the EDA would be guided by a strict, stable, credible, and transparent rule. The rule we proposed, based on lagged GDP weights, is formulaic and unambiguous, and therefore immune to political interference. Any change should require parliamentary approval and be hard and slow to make. 

Finally, the rules should also be included in the ESBies contract, so that private holders of the security would have the legal right to demand compensation from the European authorities if the rules were broken, thus endangering the safety of the ESBies. 

All of these safeguards may seem extreme, but they are inevitable given the events of the past year. In a crisis, there will always be a great temptation for politicians to ask the EDA to increase its bond holdings of a country in distress. Even if this request may seem morally correct, it would undermine the ability of the ESBies to provide a safe security.�
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Q4: Who buys the EJBs?

• High risk, high return: 10yr EJBs currently 10% p.a.

• Hedge funds and sovereign wealth funds
– Can’t they take on levered sovereign risk already?

– Yes, a hedge fund can buy the portfolio of sovereigns on 
margins and lever it up, but margin calls may force 
deleveraging at the worst possible time

– EJBs provide fixed
 

embedded leverage

• “Retailize”
 

junior bond
– Design ETFs for retail investors with EJB as underlying

– Recall: State bonds in the US are mostly held by households, 
as are many European sovereign bonds

26

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
One issue that often comes up is the question of who will buy the EJBs. This is a question that is particularly relevant in the current state of market distress. 

Recall that the EJBs are risky securities which concentrate the default risk of the underlying sovereign bond portfolio. We think that these would be attractive securities for many investors. At todays elevated sovereign bond yields, the interest rate on 10-yr EJBs would be 10% per year, which is a very attractive yield in today’s environment. 

We think that hedge and sovereign wealth funds would be attracted to the embedded leverage in these securities. 
�
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Q5. EFSF as market maker for EJB

27

German bund

Italian Bonds

ESBies

EJB

A L

Low/negative

 
correlation

Hedge funds, SWF
Households (via ETFs)

EDA

EFSF

Market making

Price floor

ECB

Member States

Collateralized
Credit line

Automatic recapitalization 
•larger capital share
•Increased influence

…

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
In addition, we think the EJB market may need additional support in the short run.

To further create liquidity for EJBs, we envision that the EFSF could take up the role as market maker. In that role, it would always stand ready to buy and sell. We propose additionally that in the transition period, the EFSF provides a floor on the price of EJBs, in the same way that designated market makers do after initial public offerings. 

As is the case for market makers, the EFSF would need to be well capitalized to play its role successfully. We envision that it would have a credit line with the ECB, collateralized by its inventory of EJBs. In the unlikely situation that the EFSF would take a loss on its inventory of EJBs, the ECB would have a first layer of protection from the haircut it charges the EFSF on its credit line. 
In the even more unlikely situation that the ECB takes a loss, it could withstand the loss using its capital. 

If the EFSF cannot honor its credit from the ECB, then, member-state would commit, by treaty, to recapitalize the ECB automatically. This way, the EFSF's default would have no impact on inflation risk. The purpose of the recapitalization is exactly to avoid any form of money creation. The recapitalization will endow the ECB with high quality assets which will enable the ECB to withdraw money from the system by selling these assets. 

In the event that some sovereigns may be unable to participate in the recapitalization, the nation states that provide the bailout would receive in return a higher share of the ECB's equity. With it, they would receive a larger share of future seignorage returns and more influence over the ECB’s actions in the appointment of its executive board members, similarly to what happens at the IMF currently. This scheme should provide member states with strong enough incentives to recapitalize the ECB. Thus, the EFSF can reach a size adequate to market the EJBs, while the ECB runs no risk of having to monetize the potential losses of such a market-making activity and generating high inflation.

Note that the EFSF under our proposal would not become a bank with unlimited access to the ECB. Under our framework, the EFSF can only under specific adverse scenario draw on a contingent credit line using EJB as collateral. 

As markets learn about the new product and the institutional arrangements supporting ESBies and EJBs, it is likely that the EFSF could make substantial trading profits from its liquidity provision. Such funds would bolster the ammunition to play its market-making role down the line. Once the market for EJBs is off to a good start, the role of the EFSF would be gradually phased out by lowering the price floor. 

�
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Q.6. Didn’t CDOs bring us in 
this mess?

• Instrumental a government entity do the structuring 
to avoid repeat of private-label securitization 
disaster of 2000s

• ESBies
– Are simple and very transparent

– Asset side contains liquid sovereign bonds with a traded 
price

– Objective is not to largest ESBies tranche, but maximum 
safety

– We use extremely high correlation assumption

28
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Q.7. Will EDA break even?

• Concern: situation where the EDA
– Buys individual sovereign bonds at high ask price

– Sells ESBies and EJBs at low bid price

• 3 options of sovereign bond purchases
1.

 
Only on the secondary market

2.
 

Primary market as regular bidder

3.
 

Primary market with fixed quantity (like submitting market order)

• Recommendation: Option 2, since temporary price 
pressure from option 1 may be non-trivial 

29

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
One concern is that the EDA will be losing money on a permanent basis because of liquidity problems: it will be paying high prices for the national bonds because it will be buying at the ask and because it will be having price impact due to the large size of its purchases, and it will be receiving low prices for the senior and junior bonds (tranches) because it will be selling at the bid and because of its price impact.

One could counter that the price effects would be small because the timing of the purchases would be pre-announced and known to market participants. Yet, the effects can be significant. Relevant results are reported, for example, in D’Amico and King (2011) in the context of the US Quantitative Easing. They show that every billion dollars worth of Fed purchases of Treasuries raised the price of the purchased security by 0.02 percent �
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Q8: Remaining sovereign 
debt illiquid?

• Illiquid sovereign bonds would have low prices, little 
price discovery

• But ESBies and EJBs will be more liquid and if the EDA 
makes profit off this extra liquidity, it can be 
redistributed back to the national Treasuries

• If sovereign debt < 60% of GDP
– Country gets average (best of) AAA rated country

– Provides incentive to lower debt/GDP ratio

30
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Q9: Don’t you force banks to realize 
losses?

• Not relevant for initial phase (EDA only does primary 
market purchases)

• Later, swap of sovereign bonds for ESBies could 
trigger banking book losses and may necessitate bank 
recapitalization, but…
– The introduction of ESBies will stabilize the market (if 

communicated well as part of a long-run package)

– Market prices will increase and allow a restructuring

– Redistribution of liquidity premium (which is very high right 
now) towards peripheral countries

31
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Q10: Maturity transformation
• Should the European Debt Agency (EDA) be active in 

maturity transformation? 
– No.  Otherwise who should be the LOLR?

• How to ensure this? 
– EDA can only buy according to weights per maturity

• E.g. one year paper up to 5% of GDP, two year paper up to …

– Demand pressure will make it attractive for each sovereign 
to adjust their maturity structure to EDA’s demand

• What maturity of ESBIES should the EDA issue?
– whole yield curve

32
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Q11: Don’t ESBies also create 
externalities?

• Isn’t it the case that if a country’s probability of default 
increases, it will increase the yield of EJBs, increasing 
funding costs for all?

 
And that the country does not 

internalize this effect on others?
• Not with perfect market liquidity.

– Without ESBies, misbehaviour of country X hurts its existing 
creditors, but the country would bear the full cost on all new 
debt.

– With ESBies, it’s the same. Price of new debt drops. Indeed, the 
country would have to sell some of its debt in the market and 
some to the EDA, but at market price. 

– Note, ESBies/junior bond is just repacking

• With imperfect market liquidity
– Some externalities might arise, but small in scale. 33



Q12. Why can’t private sector 
create ESBies?

• Redirecting flight-to-safety flows requires change in 
equilibrium. 
– Focal “safe harbor asset”: Price increases at times of crises.

– Change in equilibrium requires massive coordination.

– Private sector does not internalize stabilization benefits.

• EDA can issue at much large scale, and can reap much 
larger liquidity externalities. 

• EDA can better commit to high standardization.

34

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
Private solution would not focus on safety, but tries to increase size of ESBies tranche
�
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Other elements of the 
euro-nomics plan

• Diabolical loop causes other issues:
– Sovereign default in Greece might trigger bank run in 

Portugal
– Deposit insurance purely fiscal matter, no CB backup
– Some countries’

 
banking systems are large relative to GDP 

(Ireland, Belgium, etc.): too-big-to-save

• Solution: avoid bank runs by moving bank resolution 
and deposit insurance from sovereign to European 
level 

• Principle: regulating authority also responsible for 
possible shortfalls

35

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
The issue at heart is that deposit guarantees are now purely a fiscal matter: Sovereigns no longer have standing credit line from the corresponding central banks backing the guarantee in the eventuality that the available funds in the deposit guarantee facilities are depleted.

In addition “large (European) banks in small countries” leads sovereigns to rescue institutions considered systemic creating in turn sovereign debt crisis. 

We believe that a critical component of both the solution of the current crisis and the future banking and sovereign regime in Europe involves the separation of banking and sovereign crisis. That is one has to short-circuit the link between sovereigns and banking to the greatest extent possible.
 
We propose a dual reform that removes the issue of banking crisis resolution from the effective control of sovereigns while protecting the country from the possibility of bank runs.

This reform is informed by the principle that the authority to regulate must reside with the party that also funds whatever shortfall there is in promises made by financial institutions. This duality can make it politically palatable for countries to forego control over large or systemic institutions in distress as at the same time it removes pressure from the government budget as the responsibility to make good on deposits would reside now with the new European facility. �
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Other elements of the 
euro-nomics plan

• European FDIC (EDIF)
– Funded by member banks (based on usage)
– Credit line from ECB (irrevocable) as bridge financing
– Requires harmonization of national rules

• European bank resolution mechanism (ERM)
– Scope: all transnational banks, additional national banks 

(to 50% of GDP), all “SIFIs”
 

(maybe including large 
insurance companies, shadow banks)

– Quantitative liquidity and solvency triggers for 
intervention before technical solvency

– Qualitative triggers useful during systemic crises

36

Relatore�
Note di presentazione�
The issue at heart is that deposit guarantees are now purely a fiscal matter: Sovereigns no longer have standing credit line from the corresponding central banks backing the guarantee in the eventuality that the available funds in the deposit guarantee facilities are depleted.

In addition “large (European) banks in small countries” leads sovereigns to rescue institutions considered systemic creating in turn sovereign debt crisis. 

We believe that a critical component of both the solution of the current crisis and the future banking and sovereign regime in Europe involves the separation of banking and sovereign crisis. That is one has to short-circuit the link between sovereigns and banking to the greatest extent possible.
 
We propose a dual reform that removes the issue of banking crisis resolution from the effective control of sovereigns while protecting the country from the possibility of bank runs.

This reform is informed by the principle that the authority to regulate must reside with the party that also funds whatever shortfall there is in promises made by financial institutions. This duality can make it politically palatable for countries to forego control over large or systemic institutions in distress as at the same time it removes pressure from the government budget as the responsibility to make good on deposits would reside now with the new European facility. �
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Other elements of the 
euro-nomics plan

• Bailing out Greece may make Portuguese, Spanish, …
 

defaults 
more likely since there are fewer resources to support all

• Making sovereign default more credible:
– Necessary to have a monetary union without fiscal union

– Monetary union without sovereign bankruptcy = full-scale fiscal union!

• Practical ideas:
– Early-warning systems by “binding”

 
recommendations from independent 

European fiscal council; enforcement by constitutional courts. How 
credible are such plans?

– Debt modifications: make new interest rates depend on GDP growth
 

and 
debt forgiveness contingent on micro-

 
and macro targets
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